CREATE YOUR OWN EARTH*

The participants will dive deep into their brains and emotions to picture the planet they are living in versus the planet they never want to live in. At the end of the task, they will realize that even as an individual they have a lot to contribute to the planet through their small and consistent efforts.

Instructions

- **Step 1**
  - Take a white chart paper and divide it into two halves (You don’t have to cut it just draw a line to separate the halves)

- **Step 2**
  - On the top side of one half write ‘The earth you want to see’ while on the top of the other side write ‘The earth you NEVER want to see’

- **Step 3**
  - Using a compass, draw a huge circle on both halves of the paper

- **Step 4**
  - Outline the features of the earth

- **Step 5**
  - Take turns and draw elements on earth (for eg; trees, people, flowers or smoke, garbage, sick people) to create two pictures of the planet

- **Step 6**
  - After you finish, present the differences between the two pictures

- **Step 7**
  - List 10 things that you can do as an individual to take care of the planet and its resources (on the same paper) For example- turn off electricity when leaving my room, plant a tree on my birthday

**Climate Change**

**Time**
45 minutes

**Difficulty**
Medium

**Resources**
Compass, white chart paper, pencil, eraser, colored pens

*This activity was created as a continuation of learning connected to the Towerganics Limitless Project.*

For more Climate Change activities, visit www.preparecenter.org/TeenPrepKit